Distributed Training Operations Center (DTOC)

- Support the Air National Guard’s DTOC By Providing
  - Operational Networking of Individual Cockpits With Other USAF Distributed Mission Operations (DMO)
  - Remote Instruction and Maintenance Reducing the Demand on Local Unit Instructors and Maintainers

  Activities/Programs
  - Integrate DTOC Operations With Warfighting Units to Conduct Training
  - Schedule DMO Training Events and Provide Technical Support
  - Operate IAW Authority to Operate (ATO) for Network Architecture and Configuration Documentation
  - Expand DTOC Capability by Installing a DTOC Gateway, With T-1 Connectivity, to Specified DMO Sites
  - Provide Engineering Support and Assistance for Threat Systems
  - Maintain the Local Area Network (LAN), Internet, and Website
  - Provide Web-based Scheduling of DTOC Training Events
  - Maintain the Training Scenario Repository